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The Tradition about Zeno of Elea Re-examined

Among students of Greek philosophy there is almost complete unanimity regarding the tenets upheld by Zeno of Elea and the purpose of his treatise as a whole. Although by no means abundant, the verbatim fragments, the second-hand reports about his arguments, and the statements defining his philosophical intention are considered an adequate basis for definite conclusions. The paper hereby submitted does not aim at replacing one theory by another but has the more modest objective of examining the evidence on which the communis opinio so confidently rests and to show how much has been too readily accepted as certain. We shall begin with questions and shall end up not with positive answers but with other questions.

Every comprehensive treatment of Zeno uses as starting point the discussion between Socrates and Zeno at the beginning of Plato's Parmenides (127d6-128e4). This well known section informs us that Zeno wrote his treatise in defense of Parmenides' thesis and wrote it against the "detractors" of Parmenides. The master had proved ἐν ἐλαύνῃ the faithful disciple supported him by proving in each of his arguments (or hypotheseis) ὡς οὐκ ἔστι πολλά (ib. 127e9ff.; 128a8ff.).

Plato must know: consensus on this point seems so general that it is almost a sacrilege to question the validity of his "statement"—at least of its substance; some details are readily dismissed. Plato, it seems to be held, was in a position to form a judgment and had no reason for deceiving his readers; moreover, as Hermann Fränkel has argued, the mixture of jest and seriousness characteristic of Zeno's reasoning was particularly congenial to Plato; therefore he, if anyone, would be in an excellent position to understand Zeno's subtle playfulness. Vlastos and Guthrie refuse to find in Zeno the specific kind of humor which Fränkel has noticed; it may also be asked whether Plato's own humor was not of a more gentle and amiable kind
-asteion. Still in principle Fränkel's argument, based as it is on congeniality of temperaments, has more to be said for it than the approach of others who without a moment's hesitation credit Plato with interests typical of a modern historian of philosophy. Yet what Plato in his dialogues reports about his philosophical precursors is almost invariably determined by the specific problem and context for which he refers to them. How one-sided, not to say distorted, would be the impression which the dialogues roughly contemporary with the Parmenides would give us of Heraclitus: panta rhei would appear to be the essence of his philosophy. Dealing with Parmenides or the Eleatics as a group, Plato in accordance with the trend of his own argument, treats on some occasions the "one," on others "being" and the rejection of "non-being," on still others the "immovable" quality of the "one" as the essence of their philosophy (Parm. 128aff.; Soph. 242d; 237aff.; Theaet. 180e). Further illustrations would be available but it may suffice to say that Plato's attitude to earlier thinkers is that of a productive philosopher who finds in his precursors whatever suits his own thought, not at all that of a philological and historical interpreter. Returning to our section in the Parmenides we may notice some unique features. This time Plato makes as clear as we could wish that Socrates arrives at his conclusions by a process of inference. He proceeds reductio de; the steps, i.e. the individual hypotheses, each of them resting on the preceding, are clearly marked (127a4, the first, would hardly be disputed; e8-10; 10-13; 128a6-b10). Are we then to suppose that Plato had in careful philological analysis formed an opinion about the meaning and purpose of Zeno's work and now uses a peculiar and ingenious device to communicate this opinion to his readers? Socrates inquires of Zeno whether the inferences are correct and Zeno replies by giving an authoritative confirmation. Even granting the truth of these assumptions,
there would still remain the possibility of an error on Plato's part. However I have spoken of a device and may thereby approximate the position of N. B. Booth, who (Phronesis 3, 1957, 2) refers to Parmenides and Zeno in this dialogue as "idealized characters," urging us "not to ignore (Plato's) dramatic and philosophical purposes." On this point I should agree with him and shall indeed return to the question of Plato's purpose. For a while, however, I wish to proceed along different lines. As we have seen, what Plato says about Zeno's treatise and its purpose is closely related to a corresponding account of Parmenides; the two summaries presuppose and support one another. Now from the fragments of Parmenides we are in a position to form an independent judgment about his "thesis." Did he actually write to prove (as Socrates says, he did "beautifully and well" 128b) ἐν ἔννοιᾳ τὸ πάν, and is this as Plato makes Parmenides himself say (137b3) his hypothesis? Far from it, and Plato himself, when it suits his book, i.e. his argument, knows better. Parmenides established the reality and indeed the monopoly of Being, τὸ ἐννοοῦ, and showed that the only true road leads to ὑπὸ ἔννοο (B4, 6, 8). Having set up Being in its new and unheard-of glory, he described the semenata on the true road (B8,2ff.), providing Being with its essential characteristics. One of them is indeed hen (B8,6) another probably (if this is the correct reading at B8,4) mounogenes, but neither of them occupies a privileged position among the attributes of Being. hen, placed as it is before synaehes, is likely to designate intrinsic unity; if this is the case, only mounogenes would indicate uniqueness. Certainly, uniqueness is no more emphasized than say ageneton, anclethron, oulon, atremes (B8,3f.) and more other attributes of Being than it is convenient here to enumerate.

Thus Plato seems to misrepresent Parmenides' doctrine. Still there may be another facet to the story. If Parmenides only recognized Being, the "only" may for the next generation of Eleatics have become as important
as, and in particular more problematic than, Being. There is some evidence that the issue shifted. When Empedocles (to say nothing here of Anaxagoras and Leucippus) transferred some characteristics of Parmenides' Being to his six eternal entities, he in effect gave up the hen. hen or polla, rather than Being or not-Being, Being or Becoming may have been the most eagerly debated question of that time. Also no matter whether Plato knew or merely assumed the existence of people who ridiculed Parmenides' philosophy (Parm. 128c7ff.), it is intrinsically probable that the hen provoked most attacks—not because of its actual place in the poem but because common sense would inevitably be most offended by the claims of a monolithic Being which allowed no reality for the innumerable objects of ordinary human experience. Defenders of Parmenides may have found some of their weapons in his own poem by putting new and stronger accents on what they particularly needed, i.e. perhaps not only on hen and monogenesis but also on his injunction against any new gignesthai (B8.12), on the pan homoiom (ib. 22f.), and especially, one would think, on his emphatic protest against two morphai which human opinion erroneously posits (8.53f). There is indeed monism in his thought, whether we consider it latent and implied or openly present. It is close to his "thesis" but it is not the actual thesis. Melissus, who of Parmenides' more orthodox followers is best known to us, still has to eon as his subject (see B1-4 but also B7, correctly understood); in B7 hen is a predicate of it and as such on the same level as three others (see 7.1); however in B5 and B6 the necessity of hen (still as an attribute of Being) is established, and in B7 hen (as such?) is upheld against a rival philosophy championing ta polla. Quite definitely the hen is making progress.

Melissus, it should be clearly understood, does not prove that the thesis εὐ ἔστιν had succeeded Parmenides' own ἔστιν, but in com-
bination with the other evidence he allows us to believe that the most acute Eleatic problem of his generation was the alternative: hen or polla. If we see Zeno in this perspective, he may indeed have defended Parmenides but not so much the authentic Parmenides as rather Parmenides' philosophy in the shape which it had taken for thinkers of the next generation. This essential qualification is, as far as I know, never made by the scholars who take their stand on Plato's testimony for Zeno's treatise, nor, what is more important, is it made by Plato himself. For him Parmenides "says hen" (128b3, d1 etc.) or ἐν τῷ πᾶν (128a8). It remains true that to ascribe this doctrine to the historical Parmenides is to get his thought out of focus.

Another assertion of Plato, scil. the ταύτων λέγειν of Parmenides and Zeno (128a5, b5; implicit b7ff.) is so closely tied to the statements about Parmenides' hen that it cannot survive as historically valid if the hen is found to be invalid.

Again Plato says that all of Zeno's arguments were designed to refute the polla (127e9ff., 128b1ff., d2ff.). As we have seen, this testimony could be correct even if Parmenides' own position is incorrectly stated by Plato. Yet on other grounds there is room for doubt. Although the modern interpreters of Zeno are at one in accepting Plato's testimony, when it comes to applying the testimony to the more specific evidence they are less unanimous, and not all make a great effort to have it constantly in mind. For some it seems to suffice if Zeno's arguments ultimately do away with the "many"; in spite of what Plato affirms not every individual argument must have the "many" for its target. Others regard Plato's statement as literally true and in their interpretation show that with the necessary ingenuity it is possible to find the hypothesis of the "many" everywhere, even in the arguments against motion, refuted. Still
the prior question may be whether this ingenuity is called for. We do not know Zeno's own wording of the arguments against movement; what Aristotle (Phys. VI 9) reports about them would allow us—in fact make it more natural—to regard movement, not the many as the refutand. In the Parmenides, (if we are ready at all to look at the testimony with critical eyes) we may notice that the step from one argument of Zeno which is fatal to "the many" to all arguments is taken very fast (127a6-10; cf. e10-128a1). Moreover—and now we are returning to the subject of Plato's purpose—he has a strong interest of his own in the relation between (the) one and (the) many. Beginning with the Euthyphron and Menon and ending with the Laws this problem engages him again and again; it arises both between Forms and particulars and in the realm of Forms themselves and has fully deserved the description in the Philebus (15d7) as ῥών λόγων αὐτῶν ἀθάνατον τι καὶ ἀγήρων πάθος ἐν ημῖν. In the latter parts of the Parmenides we follow with bewilderment Plato's experimentation with a great variety of hypotheses concerning the One and the many. Although his interest in these concepts antedates his acceptance of the Eleatic ontology, he evidently—and with some right—considered it an Eleatic theme, and probably wrote the Parmenides to clarify his own attitude to the alternative "One or many," just as in other dialogues of this period he investigates the Eleatic alternative of Being and non-Being, Rest and Movement. If this was his intention—i.e. the "purpose" which we have been urged not to forget—it would be artificial to separate the emphasis on "One" and "many" in the initial section from the later developments of the dialogue. For in doing so we should sever what Plato himself (135ef.) connects.

There remains the most important item of Plato's testimony, his description of Zeno's purpose in writing the treatise. Can this survive
if so much that is closely connected with it and leads up to it has become problematic? Perhaps it can, although in addition to the suspicions already formulated we ought to consider 1) that Plato embeds this description in a framework of biographical detail worthy of a Hermippus, which is generally discounted and could hardly strengthen our confidence, 2) that as a historian of philosophy Plato qualifies not much better than Aristotle, 3) that the impression he himself gives in Phaedrus 261b-d (esp. d6-3)—a passage on which we shall comment later—of Zeno's standing and work is rather different from that of the Parmenides and 4) finally that Socrates emphasizes how difficult it is to discover Zeno's intention and finds Zeno agreeing on this point, although he insists on the accidental, not deliberate nature of this difficulty (128bf,). In spite of all these hesitations, Plato's diagnosis may be correct. Zeno even if not directing all his arguments against the "many" may have treated movement and other topics in a manner intended ultimately to bear out Parmenides. Still, if this is the case, Plato's testimony would no longer rest exclusively and primarily on the support he himself provides for it, qualifications and clarifications would be needed which as far as I am aware no current account of Zeno includes, and we would altogether find ourselves no longer dealing with certainties and established facts but with possibilities capable of more than one interpretation. Having said this much we are perhaps expected to suggest an alternative explanation of Zeno's purpose. For strategic reasons we prefer to postpone such alternative suggestions—which needless to say, would likewise be no more than possibilities. Still one assertion may be ventured even now. There was something puzzling or bewildering about Zeno's treatise; many, if not most, readers were at their wits' end, not knowing what it all meant. We have seen Socrates and Zeno in essence agreeing on this point, and even someone skeptical of other statements in this section
may have confidence in this because if Zeno's intention had been plain and obvious for every reader, Socrates' elaborate inference, his building of hypothesis upon hypothesis would be a waste of time and effort.

But is the testimony of the Parmenides not confirmed by other phases of the ancient tradition about Zeno, and in particular by the verbatim quotations from Zeno's treatise which Simplicius has preserved in his commentary on Aristotle's Physics? These verbatim quotations are the most valuable evidence that we have and there is no denying that in two of them we find Zeno doing exactly what Plato leads us to expect of him: he assumes the existence of ρῶλα and shows that this assumption entails mutually contradictory results. So far the statements of the Parmenides are indeed borne out. The agreement between Plato's "testimony" in the Parmenides and these fragments preserved in Simplicius has probably done much to strengthen the confidence in the former. Yet Simplicius, besides having to offer passages of Zeno's treatise in their original wording, also professes to know the content of the entire treatise and the intention in which it was written. This knowledge enables him more than once to pronounce on controversial interpretations of Zeno's arguments. What Simplicius knows about the treatise is again in complete accord with the Parmenides. The agreement could not be closer, but its very closeness is bound to create suspicion, and the suspicion turns into conviction as soon as we place Simplicius' testimony (29A23 D.-K. = in Aristotelis Physica 134,3ff.) side by side with that of the Platonic Parmenides:

Plato:

Εστι δὲ τὸ γε ἀληθὲς βοήθεια τις ταῦτα [τὰ γράμματα] τῷ Παρμενίδου λόγῳ πρὸς τοὺς ἐπιχειροῦντας αὐτὸν κωμῳδεῖν ὡς εἰ ἐν ἑστὶ, πολλὰ καὶ γελοῦτα συμβαίνει πάσχειν τῷ

Simplicius:

ἐνιὸς προὶ ἀμφότερος ἐνδούναι τοῖς λόγοις τῷ τε εἰρημένῳ τοῦ Παρμενίδου καὶ τῷ τοῦ Ζήνωνος, δὲ βοηθεῖν ἐβούλετο τῷ Παρμενίδου λόγῳ πρὸς τοὺς ἐπιχειροῦντας αὐτὸν κωμῳδεῖν ὡς εἰ ἐν ἑστὶ
Surely, as soon as we compare the two passages, an independent opinion on the part of Simplicius is out of the question. The extreme similarity of the two testimonies allows only one explanation, and we would arrive at this even if Simplicius did not himself supply it in the immediately following sentence, which Diels unfortunately failed to include in the testimony 29A23 (and which as far as I can see, nobody else has added to the body of evidence that Diels had collected). The sentence states quite simply: ταῦτα γὰρ αὐτὸς ὁ Ζήνων ἐν τῷ Πλάτωνος Παρμενίδη μαρτυρῶν φαίνεται τῷ λόγῳ. The Zeno of Plato's Parmenides and the historical Zeno are for Simplicius identical, and the combination of "Zeno himself" with the "divine Plato" (as the Neoplatonists like to call him) would for him suffice to settle the issue. For us the testimony of the Parmenides has no longer the authority which puts it beyond and above all controversy. Simplicius' ready acceptance of it ought to be borne in mind by students of Zeno, not because the testimony A23 itself has had an undue influence on modern views of Zeno, but because Simplicius has preserved the most important fragments, and thus it becomes imperative for us to consider carefully whether the over-all conception of the treatise to which he has committed himself did not guide him in the selection and exegesis of these fragments or indeed even in their presentation. He may
have shortened some arguments, omitted significant links and minimized material that his conviction allowed him to treat as irrelevant or unintelligible. To come to grips with these problems, we shall study a crucial section of his commentary on the Physics in which he finds it necessary to defend his theory (= Plato's hypothesis) about Zeno's purpose against alternative views; for pace H. D. P. Lee (Zeno of Elea, Cambridge, 1936, 7), there were alternative views. Our readers will find on the next page the Greek text of this section; Arabic figures at the end of individual sentences refer to the comments by which I have tried to explain immediately afterwards the rather baffling manoeuvres of Simplicius, his curious backing and filling. One of our leading authorities on Zeno (Herm. Fränkel) has called the passage "confused," another (Vlastos) speaks of "clumsiness" but since neither the one nor the other quality is typical of Simplicius' work as commentator, he must have found himself in a particularly embarrassing situation. Confusion, even if Simplicius himself is innocent of it, may yet be the state of mind in which the reader finds himself when making his first acquaintance with the section (if I am mistaken in this supposition I should like to be set right). Our comments may go some way to alleviate the bewilderment. Fortunately Simplicius' verbatim quotations here and slightly later enable us to reconstruct most of Zeno's original text. We shall after explaining as well as we can Simplicius' contorted reasoning, look at this reconstruction and consider how far we must emancipate ourselves from Simplicius' presentation if we wish to understand the purport of Zeno's argument. Simplicius is here, as on other occasions, engaged in a polemic against Alexander of Aphrodisias' commentary on Aristotle's Physics, and elsewhere too he traces Alexander's opinion back to the Physics of Aristotle's immediate pupil Eudemus of Rhodes.
Simplicius 138.29-139.19

'Ἄλλ' ἐξικεῖν ἀπὸ τῶν Βυδήμου λόγων ὦ Ἀλέξανδρος δόξαν περὶ τοῦ Ζήνωνος λαβεῖν ὡς ἀναφορύντως τὸ ἐν· λέγει γὰρ ὃ Βυδήμος ἐν τοῖς Φυσικοῖς "Ἅρα oun touto mēn ouk esti, esti de tī en; touto γὰρ ἠπορεῖτο. καὶ Ζήνωνα φασίν λέγειν, ei tis autū ὁ ἐν ἀποδοθῇ τί ποτὲ ἐστιν, ἐξείν τά ὄντα λέγειν.(1) ἡπόρει δὲ ὡς ἐσικε διὰ τὸ τῶν μὲν αἰσθητῶν ἕκαστον κατηγορικῶς τε πολλὰ λέγεσθαι καὶ μερισμῷ, τὴν δὲ στιγμὴν μηθὲν τιθέναι. ὃ γὰρ μῆτε προστιθέμενον αὐξεῖ μῆτε ἀφαιροῦμενον μειοῦ, οὐκ ὕπετο τῶν ὄντων εἶναι".(2) καὶ εἶνδες μὲν ἢν τὸν Ζήνωνα ὡς ἐφ' ἐκάτερα γνωστικῶς ἐπιχειροῦντα (διὸ καὶ ἀμφοτεργωφώς) λέγεται καὶ τοιούτους ἐκφέρειν λόγους περὶ τοῦ ἐνδὸς ἀποροῦντα.(3) ἐν μέντοι τῷ συγγράμματι αὐτοῦ πολλὰ ἔχοντι ἐπιχειρήματα καὶ ἕκαστον δεικνυσιν, ότι τῷ πολλὰ εἶναι λέγοντι συμβαίνει τὰ ἐνεντιὸ λέγειν.(4) ὃν ἐν ἐστίν ἐπιχειρήμα, ἐν ψ' δεικνυσιν ὅτι εἰ πολλὰ ἐστὶ, καὶ μεγάλα ἐστὶ καὶ μικρά· μεγάλα μὲν ὡστε ἄπειρα τὸ μέγεθος εἶναι, μικρὰ δὲ οὔτως ὡστε μηθὲν ἐχεῖν μέγεθος.(5) ἐν δὲ τοῦτῳ δεικνυσιν, ὅτι οὐ μῆτε μέγεθος μῆτε πάχος μῆτε ὄγκος μηδὲς ἐστιν, οὔδ' ἄν εἰς τοῦτο. "εἰ γὰρ ἄλλω ὄντι, φησὶ, προσγένοιτο, οὔδὲν ἄν μείζον ποιήσειν· μεγέθους γὰρ μηδενὸς ὄντος, προσγενομένου δὲ οὔδὲν οἶδ' τε εἰς μέγεθος ἐπιδοῦναι. καὶ οὔτως ἄν ἡδ' τὸ προσγενόμενον οὐδὲν εἶ. εἰ δὲ ἀπογινομένου τὸ ἔτερον μηθὲν ἐκατ' ἐστι, μηδὲ ἄν προσγενομένου αὐξῆσεται, δὴλον ὅτι τὸ προσγενόμενον οὗτον ἢν οὐδὲ ἀπογενόμενον."(6) καὶ ταῦτα οὖχὶ τὸ ἐν ἀναιρῶν ὦ Ζήνων λέγει, ἄλλ' ὅτι μέγεθος ἐχεῖ ἕκαστον τῶν πολλῶν καὶ ἀπείρων τῷ πρὸ τοῦ λαμβανομένου ἀεὶ τι εἶναι διὰ τὴν ἐπ' ἀπειρον τομὴν.(7) ὃ δεικνυσί προδελξας ὅτι οὔδὲν ἐχεῖ μέγεθος ἕκ τοῦ ἕκαστον τῶν πολλῶν ἐαυτῷ ταύταν εἶναι καὶ ἐν.(8)

(1) We shall come back to this report about Zeno, which clearly is at variance with Plato's definition of Zeno's intention.

(2) The former sentence has no value as testimony, since Zeno knew nothing of the Aristotelian categories (to which the adjective
categorikos refers) and whether or not he was interested in "points," the stigme as here used goes back to Aristotle's exegesis of Zeno's argument in Metaphys. B4.100b7-13. The second sentence, even if known to Eudemus from the same source, is nevertheless a reliable summary of Zeno's argument, which we shall discuss later when we have become acquainted with Zeno's own words and their context.

(3) A half-hearted admission that Zeno may have attacked "the One" as well as "the many."

(4) The familiar melody (S. here works his way back to the "orthodox" opinion).

(5) A summary of 29B1 D.-K. We shall study this fragment presently.

(6) = 29B2. As Simplicius himself says, it formed part of the same fragment as 29B1. It has for some time been included in the reconstruction of this fragment and we shall examine it when turning to the fragment.

(7) We know that on the over-all theory to which Simplicius is committed, Zeno must on no account attack the One but on the contrary defend it. This must be borne in mind when we read the first clause. As exegesis of Zeno's text it is wrong; for as we shall see, Zeno does present an argument fatal for the hen—or some hen, to put the matter cautiously. If on the other hand Simplicius thinks of Zeno's ultimate purpose, the remaining part of this sentence is wrong, even though it summarizes Zeno's next step in the argument (see the reconstruction and discussion below). But in truth Zeno has more to say about ta polle. That each of them has "size" is only one half of his argument; the other half of it leads to the opposite conclusion, and as Simplicius himself has assured us, Zeno's purpose was to show up contradictions involved in the assumption that "the many are."

(8) If we combine the content of this and the preceding assertion, the contradiction does emerge. But the preceding sentence remains mis-
leading and we shall find reasons for suspecting also this last sentence; for while it provides a context for Zeno’s attack on the hen, Simplicius’ wording renders this attack relatively harmless as being merely incidental in his exposure of “the many.”

The reconstruction of Zeno’s actual argument which follows, differs only in minor matters from H. Fränkel and Furley (I follow the latter in marking the steps of the argument as a, b, c, d):

a) (What was obviously more than one step is reported by Simplicius thus: οὖδὲν ἔξει μέγεθος (is shown ἐκ τοῦ) ἐκαστὸν τῶν πολλῶν ἑαυτῷ ταύτων εἶναι καὶ ἐν. This must be resolved into two propositions which as soon as they are formulated suggest that something is missing between them: a1) ἐκαστὸν τῶν πολλῶν ἑαυτῷ ταύτων καὶ ἐν, a2) οὐδὲν ἔχει μέγεθος (139.18-19).

b) (Beginning again with Simplicius’ words: οὗ μήτε μέγεθος μήτε πάχος μήτε ὤγκος μηθείς ἐστιν) εἰ ἀλλὰ ὅτι προσγένοιτο, οὐδὲν ἂν μείζον ποιῆσειν· μεγέθους γὰρ μηδενὸς ὄντος, προσγενομένου δὲ, οὐδὲν οἶδον τε εἰς μέγεθος ἐπιδοθοῖται. καὶ οὐτως ἂν ἦδη τὸ προσγενόμενον οὖδὲν εἰ. (lacuna?) εἰ δὲ ἀπογινομένου τὸ ἐτερον μηδὲν ἐλαττον ἔσται, μηδὲ αὐτο προσγενομένου αὐξησεται, ὅτι ὅτι τὸ προσγενόμενον οὐδὲν οὐδὲ τὸ ἀπογενόμενον. (Simpl. 139, 11-15; hence) εἰ μη ἔχει μέγεθος τὸ ὅν, οὐδ’ ἂν εἰ. (ibid. 141.1f.)

c) εἰ δὲ ἔστιν, ἀνάγκη ἐκαστὸν μέγεθος τι ἔχειν καὶ πάχος καὶ ἀπέχειν αὐτοῦ τὸ ἐτερον ἀπὸ τοῦ ἐτερου. καὶ περὶ τοῦ προσχοντος ὁ αὐτὸς λόγος. καὶ γὰρ ἔκειν ἔξει μέγεθος καὶ προέξει αὐτοῦ τι. ὅμοιον δὴ τοῦτο ἀπαξ τε εἰπεῖν καὶ ἂει λέγειν· οὐδὲν γὰρ αὐτοῦ τολοῦτον ἔσχατον ἔσται οὔτε ἐτερον πρὸς ἐτερον οὐκ ἔσται (ibid. 141.1-6).

d) οὐτως εἰ πολλά ἐστιν, ἀνάγκη αὐτὰ μικρὰ τε εἶναι καὶ μεγάλα, μικρὰ μὲν ὠστε μὴ ἔχειν μέγεθος, μεγάλα δὲ ὠστε ἀπειρα εἶναι (ibid., 6-8).
We feel free to ignore some uncertainties about details of this reconstruction, nor shall we go into debate about the difficult text in c), since no matter how these sentences are interpreted—whether Fränkel's (A. J. Ph. 63, 1942, 14ff., re-edited in Wese und Formen frühgriech. Denkens) or Vlastos' (Gnomon 31, 1959, 195ff.) exegesis is preferred, our problem is not affected. To put this problem bluntly, does Zeno in the course of his reasoning discredit the One as well as the Many, and are both objectives of equal concern to him? Or is what he says against the One merely a stepping stone on the way to his true and sole objective, the refutation of the Many? We have to take the latter view if in the conclusion as formulated in d) the clause μικρά μὲν ὡστε μὴ ἔχειν μέγεθος rests on a, not on c. For if this is the case, the entire sequence a)-d) would deal with "the many" and would bring "opposites" about them to light. More specifically, a) and b) would show that they are "small" and in the end of "no size" at all, c) would prove them to be large, and d) would pull the opposites together. This understanding of the entire argument seems to be suggested by the last sentences of Simplicius in the section just examined. It would be in accord with Plato's "testimony" in the Parmenides and it has been championed in recent decades by Calogero, Fränkel, Vlastos, Booth, and Furley, a formidable array of authorities. Although most of them accept Plato's testimony, they do not support their interpretation of the fragment by invoking Plato's authority but by specific arguments, which we shall forthwith examine. To anticipate the result of this examination, it is not possible to prove or to refute either of the two theories conclusively, but for the opinion of Alexander and Eudemus that for Zeno μηδὲν τῶν ὅντων τὸ ἔν—the opinion which Simplicius is so desperately anxious to refute—more than is commonly admitted can be said, and it would be well to give the arguments in favor of it a readier hearing.
One reason why anyone might hesitate to find for "so small as to have no size" in d) a basis in the immediately preceding sentence of c) is that while it is easy and perfectly correct to envisage the parts emerging in c) as becoming small and progressively smaller, they yet will never reach the nil magnitude, as Zeno himself seems to recognize by ruling out an 
eschaton. Surely if Zeno almost immediately after affirming this, spoke of "no size" as final result, he committed what Vlastos has rightly called a "logical gaffe." On the other hand "no size" is reached in a), but how? All we know is that "self-identity" and "one" were way stations. While there is no evidence as to how Zeno went from "one" to "no size" and the best hypothesis is to posit the "indivisibility" of the one as the link, other ways too are conceivable, but how could smallness figure in this argument? Yet the "gaffe" of which Zeno is guilty if in passing from c) to d) he allowed smallness to end in "no size" is somehow balanced by the other gaffe which he by general consensus committed by allowing the megethos of c), which becomes bigger and bigger only in relation to the emerging subdivisions, to end as "infinity." There is a certain symmetry about these two logical errors, and the reader will not fail to perceive this symmetry in Zeno's actual phrasing, when in his first conclusion he contents himself with "large" and "small"—both correctly deducible from c)—and then carries both of them to extremes, neither of which is any longer legitimate. Thus serious mistakes are present on either of the two possible interpretations. Less serious may be another point. Unless Simplicius misleads us completely, οὐδὲν ἔχει μέγεθος in a2) must mean "nothing has size." This is not the same as the conclusion formulated in d), where "no size" is by no means asserted of all polla—or if it is asserted, this would be one more gaffe; it surely is more charitable to understand Zeno here as allowing entities to be large
and small and introducing "no size" as an extreme of "small" (we need not ask of what it is predicated; presumably any such item would cease to "be"). Who likes may notice that while Zeno's actual text in d) expresses "no size" by μέγ. μεγ. megethos, Simplicius' report renders this point (in the sentence before 5) by μηδεν. μεγ. megethos, a trifling inaccuracy no doubt, and yet it results in increasing the similarity between this clause in d) and the words ουδεν. μεγ. megethos in his paraphrase of a) at the very end of the section we have presented.

Small and of little weight as this observation is, it yet may serve as a warning against delivering ourselves too readily into the hands of Simplicius. This has some bearing on the next question I wish to raise. According to Simplicius in the section copied above Zeno showed in a) that "each of the many" is identical with itself, is one and has no size (even if for the last proposition he changed his phrasing slightly) while in c) he showed that "each of the many has size." Following closely upon one another, these two items in his report favor or even suggest the interpretation of the entire fragment which contemporary scholars have adopted. The symmetry makes this interpretation almost inevitable, especially since in both sentences we find the words ἥκαστον τὸν πολλὸν. Still the symmetry may only be apparent. We have Zeno's own text only for c), not for a) and when looking at c) we find in it the word ἥκαστον but not τὸν πολλὸν. Thinking that they were germane to Zeno's meaning, Simplicius may have extracted these two words from d); yet whatever prompted him, it would surely be rash if on his authority we assumed the words ἥκαστον τὸν πολλὸν actually to occur in a). Whether or not Zeno spoke of "the many" in a) must remain an open question. An affirmative answer has been given so far on the basis of Simplicius' report, probably

1. Therefore Herr. Fränkel, loc. cit. 15 and 17 n. 46 has transferred the words so as to place ἥκαστον τὸν πολλὸν immediately after megethos. This makes the symmetry perfect.
as combined with Plato's testimony in the Parmenides. Are there really no alternatives? Too little attention is paid by Simplicius and by and large also by modern scholars to b) and the opening words of c). They show a considerable concern with einai. The argument by which in b) what has no size is ruled out of existence is decidedly elaborate, and as soon as einai is reintroduced at the beginning of c) we evidently find ourselves on a new basis for the ensuing argumentation. Thus it would—exempli gratia—be conceivable that Zeno's entire argument, focusing on "being and what is" would begin by proving whatever "is" to be "one," then argue the "one"—or, perhaps more correctly, whatever is "one"—out of existence, next since τὸ ὅν ὀυὸ' ὃν εἶνη would seem intolerable, c) would begin by positing the opposite of what proved fatal in a) and b), would investigate the new position, and in the end in d) we would find ourselves once more deadlocked, since if being is "many," there would emerge the typical contradictions. Actually Zeno would on this hypothesis have practiced his habitual demonstration of ta enantia not only for "the many" but he would in a more comprehensive manner have proved first the assumption of a "one" to be impossible and then meted out the same fate to the assumption of the polle (or, more exactly of the existence of ta polle; for as I wish to suggest, einai and on are important throughout the argument). I do not at all maintain that the reconstruction here attempted must be correct; still less do I wish to discourage other attempts. On the contrary I should encourage them; for while none may be cogent, the thesis which so far has enjoyed a monopoly, scil. that from the first word to the last Zeno's concern is with "the many" ought to be put to a more severe test. It may be true but it is dangerous to take its truth for granted.

Another difficulty for the prevailing interpretation of this fragment may be found in a passage of Simplicius separated by barely a page from
that quoted in full above. Here (in *Phys.* 141.1ff.; esp. 9ff.) Simplicius' immediate objective is to prove Zeno's use of "dichotomy." To establish his point he quotes two arguments by which Zeno proved the "quantitative infinite" in the sense of an infinite multitude arising in the progress of division. Having adduced B3 he proceeds to the argument which engages us. His first words are προδείξας γὰρ ὅτι "εἰ μὴ ἔχοι μέγεθος τὸ ὄν οὐδ' εἶη", ἐπάγει. Now follows what Zeno ἔργαζε, namely the text of c) and d) as copied by us above. After finishing the quotation Simplicius feels moved once more to protest against Alexander's allegation that Zeno wished to refute the "One." His real purpose was to "strengthen Parmenides doctrine" about the One and to refute "the many" through "the contradictions which arise for those positing them" (τῷ τάναντια συμβαίνειν τοῖς ὑποτιθεμένοις). We naturally wonder where such a contradiction here materializes. Obviously it is formulated in d) but does c) alone this time suffice as basis for the conclusion drawn in d)? My inclination would be to think so. As an alternative we might suppose that Zeno being primarily concerned with the subject of dichotomy allows himself some carelessness in the matter of "the contradictions." Also a friendly critic has suggested to me that the words introduced by προδείξας should be taken into consideration and that combined with c) they would produce the contradiction. Consideration should certainly be given to this possibility, even though without this brief introduction the first three words of c) would be difficult to understand and this may be the reason why Simplicius provides the introduction. Moreover worded as it is, the introduction would hardly furnish the best basis for "small so as to have no size" in d), for apart from referring to to on, not to "the many," it takes "no size" for granted and acquaints us with some dire consequences of this condition. What Simplicius reports two pages earlier and what for us is a), scil. "nothing has size" because
"each of the many is... one" would seem to prepare this clause in d) better. Still it may not be for us to advise Simplicius about the most effective procedure.

Thus while the prevailing interpretation of the entire fragment from a) to d) cannot claim to hold all trump cards and a good deal may be said in favor of other approaches, certainty eludes us. Still no matter whether whether Zeno in the first half of the fragment made it his object to invalidate the hen and in the second ta pola or whether his objective remained from the beginning to the end to show the contradictions inherent in ta pola, a serious problem remains. For on either assumption the hen is attacked and shown to be nothing (or not to "be"). Now who wishes may boldly discount Eudemus' statement about Zeno's ignorance and aporia concerning the hen, since Eudemus reports from hearsay and may have misunderstood something. We may similarly dismiss Plato's testimony in the Phaedrus (261d6 ff. ΣΩ. Τὸν οὖν Ἐλεατικὸν Παλαμήδην λέγοντα οὐκ ἵσμεν τέχνη, ὥστε φαίνεσθαι τοῖς ἀκούοντι τὰ αὐτὰ ὁμοία καὶ ἀνυμοία, καὶ ἐν καὶ πολλὰ, μένοντά τε αὖ καὶ φερόμενα) as reflecting only "impressions" of the audience. The reasoning against the hen in our fragment cannot be disputed away, and whether or not it was merely a step on the way to something more important, it is difficult to explain if Zeno wrote his treatise to defend the hen of Parmenides. Booth in his paper (Phronesis 3, cited on our first pages) has drawn attention to this embarrassing problem. The only escape from the embarrassment is to insist on a fundamental difference between this hen and the all embracing, solitary hen of Parmenides. Yet even on this hypothesis, how odd would it be that Zeno in his polemic against ta pola should discredit a hen and prove its non-existence? His readers may in any case have been baffled; by this turn he would gratuitously increase their confusion.
For how would people who had no schooling in the *posachos legetai* distinguish one *hen* from the other? How would they realize that if this *hen* and *ta polla* are discredited, the only truth left is the (alleged) Parmenidean conception of the *hen*. Or that if any *megathos qua syneches* is divisible *ad infinitum*, they must conceive a *hen* which (for the reasons stated by Parmenides in B8.22-5) is at the same time *syneches* and *adiaireton*? And, to continue in this vein, how were they from Zeno's analysis of movement and the difficulties he discovered in it to proceed in their minds to the concept of *akineton* (cf. Parm. B8.26, 38) as essential for the One? Or from the difficulties of *topos* and of being in a *topos* arrive at the idea of something—presumably again the One—resting in the same place and by—or in—itself (B8,29)? In the words of another Platonic dialogue (Charm. 169a1) *μεγάλον ὁ θανός, ὃς θεῖος ἀνδρός ἐδεί, ὡς τοῦτο κατὰ πάντων ἰκανώς διαλυθήσεται.*

But perhaps our disquisitions and worries are unnecessary. Plato himself provides the solution; for as we have seen, Socrates and Zeno agree (differing only on a minor aspect of the matter) in admitting the difficult and deceptive quality of Zeno's treatise. To penetrate to Zeno's true meaning and realize the basic identity of his and Parmenides' position is, Socrates says, "above us others" (128b5f.). Are we then to suppose that most readers being puzzled by the arguments were perhaps entertained or spellbound but unable to see the intention behind all of them—until Plato appeared, playing in this instance the role of the *megas aner* being capable of distinguishing and analyzing what had proved too much for others? An alternative explanation would be that, discounting the anecdotical embroidery of Parm. 128d6ff., we think of the treatise as originally composed for a group of faithful Parmenideans whom the identical intention of all refutations and paradoxes would not escape.
Whatever the solution, acceptance of Plato's testimony in the
Parmenides raises more problems than has commonly been realized. In spite
of these problems Plato's divinatio may yet have hit the truth but to have
this confidence involves an act of faith. If anyone wonders what other
theory we—with our very limited means—may put forward regarding Zeno's
treatise, he may take notice of the fact that in the Phaedrus Plato mentions
Zeno not in the company of other philosophers but of rhetoricians like
Thrasymachus, Theodorus and Gorgias. We instinctively rebel against finding
him classed with men whose ambition was to establish a hold on people's
minds by dazzling them, swaying them, and if necessary even deceiving them;
for we are wont to consider Zeno a thinker of high order and originality
whose discoveries have been called immeasurably profound and whose problems
and dilemmas deeply influenced the subsequent developments of philosophy.
Still, granting all of this and admitting also that Plato in the Parmenides
had every right to wonder about the "intention" of Zeno's treatise—for
whatever is written reflects some kind of intention on the part of its
author—Plato may yet prejudice the inquiry by expecting the intention to
relate to a definite philosophical position and by insisting that the con-
cclusions of all individual arguments converged in this direction. Zeno, to
judge from what little we know, seems to delight in intellectual experimen-
tation, in the discovery and exploitation of new argumentative methods.
Problems, dilemmas, paradoxes, equally defensible alternatives may have
fascinated him more for their own sake than for that of a resolution and
positive "results." In the devising of new methods and argumentative
techniques he remains a pioneer; here lies his main achievement. That for
the application of this unique gift he found a fertile ground in the con-
temporary philosophical situation, or to be specific, in Parmenides'
challenge to all earlier physikoi would be natural even if Elea had not been
his city and if critical reactions to Parmenides had not kept the issues alive.
The discovery of infinite divisibility alone opened up possibilities as inexhaustible in their application as were the increasingly smaller segments brought to light by every operation which employed this new idea. Should all use that Zeno himself made of it have served one and the same end? Must even the question about the millet seeds, allegedly addressed to Protagoras, be constructed as a support of Parmenides? Zeno, I repeat, gives the impression of having enjoyed the game. If it had serious implications, so much the better. He may well head the long line of those who professed themselves able to present two mutually contradictory logoi on every subject (even though we do not in every instance know his second answer and he may indeed sometimes have thought one startling answer sufficient).

After all this has been said, it still remains possible—but no more than possible—that he readily placed all resources of his inventiveness at the service of Parmenides' thesis. He may have done so because he was honestly convinced of its truth or because it was attractive to defend something that went against common sense and everybody's natural inclination. Who after twenty four centuries and on the basis of what little we know may venture to define his motivation? And who can even assure us that the true explanation of the impulse behind his intellectual adventures may not elude us altogether?
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